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NEW OPPORTUNITY OFFERED BY CHORUS

The new Wellesley Choral, explained Mr. Beveridge, was created simply because the choir of 1917 was not large enough to sing in order that there should be places in the regular choir. Since it is impossible to estimate the number of a certain manageable size, Mr. Beveridge decided to form a second oratorio society called the Chorus. His impression came partly from the desire of those who had the required knowledge that Radcliffe and Harvard have numerically more students but are limited as if limited.

At the first meeting the Wellesley Choral had forty-five members; since then the group has grown and it will have today divided its original members.

There is no entrance test which must be passed before admission into the choir. The credit is tried out at the beginning to determine what part the student will take in the group. Last year the choir was in existence several months of practice; therefore the students were not permitted to graduate into the regular choir. Probably these two test results will come about. For the board of directors has decided, since the choir is still in its experimental stage, to resign its membership in the sectional organizations. Perhaps these second tests will be given at various times throughout the year.

On April 27th, 1917, the American Choral Music Festival was held in Chicago, Mr. John A. McMurtry, received a solo from the New England Conservatory of Music, and was asked by the American Choral Festival to state the American policy with regard to extra-territorial rights. Mr. McMurtry, who was in Chicago on the 26th, was appointed by Dr. W. C. Davis, a musician and a student of the subject. He is the author of a book on extra-territorial rights and the policy of the American government.

The program that was planned was: "Brahm's, O Beata Deis, Holy Water," by J. R. Bach Christmas Song Armored by Radcliffe Choral Society and Wellesley College Choir.

The program was as follows:

Brahm's, O Beata Deis, Holy Water, 5th and 6th songs by J. R. Bach Christmas Song Armored by Radcliffe Choral Society and Wellesley College Choir.

The program was as follows:

1. Brahms, O Beata Deis, Holy Water, 5th and 6th songs by J. R. Bach
2. Christmas Song Armored by Radcliffe Choral Society and Wellesley College Choir.

The program was as follows:

1. Brahms, O Beata Deis, Holy Water, 5th and 6th songs by J. R. Bach
2. Christmas Song Armored by Radcliffe Choral Society and Wellesley College Choir.
TEN MORE FRIENDS TOURS THROUGH BOSTON ARE PLANNED

The next of Club's year's interesting series of Friends Tours will come on November 23 and will concern itself with the beautiful houses of the renowned old New Eng- land and New York women. Registration will take place at the following times: 9:00 A.M. at the office of the Worcester and Boston lines, and 9:30 at the office of the Union and New York line, respectively. There is no charge for this service. If the houses are列入 on the list of the book and at the best of the month of the month, it can be ordered. Otherwise, the book will be sold to the subscribers automatically. Subscription, however, necessitates the purchase of only four books a year, at the publisher's price.

As books will be offered immediately on publication, the reviews will be of the most up-to-date works, all that is Select in the performance in science.

At the

WELLESLEY THRIFT SHOP
Nov. 29-24, 1925

Special Sale of Importations
Miss Mabelle C. Phillips, Wellesley, 1900 whose line of M хоро- пол, Salters, salts, cottons, ete., are carried at the Shop will be here next week showing some new and unusual items. These will include Russian herpes, Khokhlovoire wares, Siberian mixture hand—made cards, and a special allotment of real Tamp截a jewelry from Shetland.

Caring for Transparent Velvets
A velvet frock to be in fashion! Some all have a Girl's one—but many are finding it a problem to keep them free from unsightly marks. Send them to us for polishing. The cost is moderate; the result, a gown that looks like new!...

Oh! such lovely underwear

and each piece with a definite idea of a waistline, either fitted in a bit at the waist or defined by trimming. $5.95. A crepe gown with creamy white and delicate embroidery for trimming. $5.95.

A Christmas Caravan will be at The Wellesley Inn, November 21st and 22nd. Carrying charming, unique, imported novelties, sports clothes and dresses for all occasions.

Emma U. P. Anderson

SUE PAGE STUDIO
Next Hotel Waban
Wellesley 0430

Please make appointments for XMAS PHOTOGRAPHS as early as convenient.

LAKE WABAN
LAUNDRY
Caring for Transparent Velvets

BARNSWALLS FALL GALA
The Torehboners by George Kelly
Friday and Saturday, December 13, 14
Drawer Saturday Night!
Tickets Two for One Table, December 3, 2

Wellesley 0727

Wellesley Shop
30 CENTRAL STREET

Oh! such lovely underwear

and each piece with a definite idea of a waistline, either fitted in a bit at the waist or defined by trimming. $5.95. A crepe gown with creamy white and delicate embroidery for trimming. $5.95.

A Christmas Caravan will be at The Wellesley Inn, November 21st and 22nd. Carrying charming, unique, imported novelties, sports clothes and dresses for all occasions.

Emma U. P. Anderson

SUE PAGE STUDIO
Next Hotel Waban
Wellesley 0430

Please make appointments for XMAS PHOTOGRAPHS as early as convenient.
OFF AND ON

OFF CAMPUS

The stock market does not yet seem to be normal, but effects of its antics are being felt far and wide. Losses of hundreds of thousands of immediate little proprietors, the opinion of some is that vast numbers of people who wished in 1929 to trade their way out of the market had to throw in their chips after losses, and have it at maximum safe liquidation. Whether or not this reaction will tend to remove the buying capacity which comes about in market groups, as the spirit of caution and disposition to save replaces a long period of adventurous operations will be a spectacle to be watched.

Disagreeing with this view, some expect to see the first effects of the collapse in three lines, in which the stock market is being lifted by foreign support, namely, auto, building, and public utility construction. The buying power of the people as a whole will be lessened and some elements of sales will be cut off. The collapse in the stock market has to be paid for, and if the business men and the consumer are not to suffer, the business must be supported. There is little need of luxury trades or 'sweeping', but these results can be strictly excused.

One of the industries which are known as being in a healthy condition is the Chinese railroad business, for it has been growing for years. This has been the case, and the railroad business has been growing for a good many years, and there is little need of railroads.

A third optimistic opinion is that our industries are sound, that statistics show a healthy condition, that more dividends were declared in October of this year than in the same month last year. And in order to save money in the financial district, the man in the business must turn his attention to watching security prices to the point that, when the rains come, the man is able to develop the "industry activities of the country" by paying more money to his customers. And the end of extravagant speculation is itself seen to be a guarantee of good general business conditions.

Now it would seem that the government shares this faith in the soundness of the various businesses, for the income tax base has been lowered. As a result, this reassurance from the capital, stocks once more rise in value.

Above all, a belief of unfortunate speculation, however, it is pleasant to find someone who has really profited from the collapse, as the public schools of Chicago are enjoying a bounty of individual wealth, because the city is unable to pay the teachers' wages. One hopes that no gloomy prophecies of summer school to come dim their vacation.

ON CAMPUS

On Monday afternoon, November 15, Miss Elmer Slattery, as well as all of New England, literally shook in 14 minutes of violent earthquake in many places. At the Harvard Observatory it was said officially that the shock began at 2:33 p.m. and lasted for over 14 minutes.

The centre of the earthquake was placed along the Pandion Path which runs from the Bay of Fundy to Cape Cod. No damage or serious injuries occurred, except for as far south as Nova Scotia, where houses were damaged and a large house in Boston was thrown out of alignment. It is the coincidence that on another November 15, in 1775, 156 years ago, a very severe earthquake did shake Boston and sent up 14 chimneys crashing to the ground.

Considerable comment is being caused by the new wall in the field near Alumni Terrace. Whether brick, mortar, or adobe build- ing is being subjected to the test of rain and wind, or whether another wall will rise between Town Court and the terrace, no one seems to know.

Officers of the Liberal Club and a social interest of members of her government classes were entertained by Miss Louise Overacker at a tea on Friday, November 13, in order to meet Miss Harriet Jones, Field Secretary of the League of Women Voters.

Freshman midterm marks were awarded by the academic union in Dean Knappe's office last week. According to time-honored custom, short work was made of the decision between Founders and the Ad Admissions at an early rate raised into the long lines before Knappe's door.

Now that the note of battle ruffled, and storm clouds rear above thundering, a number of classes elected from their accelerated affiliations have returned to them at last. A few ugly shadows enveloped the campus, but the girls are making up for the lost time with more careful research at Tower more rational than ever the ever so ventriloquists' harangues.

Phi Beta Kappa initiation meetings were held on Monday evening, November 15, in Miss Edna Morgan, of the Economics Department, spoke about the pursuit of material in the study of the Slavery Trade. Miss Morgan has just had a year of intensive research work in the Library of Congress, commented her last year won't in the Slave Trade.

The students of Verringer College for women have expressed their regard for their Wellesley initiates by sending a present to Christian Association. Miss Hagar, president of Christian Association, and graduate of Wellesley, brought with her on her return to this country the original statue of Miss Edna Morgan, who has just returned from a year in the study of the Slavery Trade. The statue was purchased by Miss Morgan with funds given by the students of Verringer College for women.

A meeting of the Circulo Castellano was held at T. Z. E. on Friday evening, November 15, at eight o'clock. An exposition of Spanish and Spanish-American articles proved of great interest to the members, and the Spanish games which followed provided a highly diverting form of entertainment.

On Friday, November 15 at 7:30, Miss Sheppard met members intending to take the examination in English Literature this Friday. Miss Sheppard stressed that the general examination was given off and Miss Sheppard spoke of GREAT DAY OF FOOTBALL SEEN TO BE PASSING AWAY IN EAST

"In football on the vine? Will future generations never know the thrill of these last few minutes of play which have been so often portrayed in the annals of this game?" This question is apparently and intelligently discussed by John B. Tuthill in his "Harper's" for November.

Since 1873 when William Webb Ellis with a fine design for the rules of football first took the ball in his arms and ran with it, the game has steadily increased in technique and popularity. Developing first by the eastern colleges with Yale at the leading lines in the field, the game entered upon what Mr. Tuthill takes pleasure in calling its "rush-rush stage." This period stretches roughly from 1900-1930, and in it there was a feeling of thus humanly and hopefully which could not exist under present conditions. Then, there was no mental attitude of Athlete Director; the rules of the game were less stringent, and there was less formality about the supervision of the game.

Big Business Era in Football

When the colleges and alumni began to realize the financial possibilities of the game, football entered upon "the Big Business era" according to Mr. Tuthill. That was the time when the whole college turned out to "support the team," and there were great mass meetings and parades, and when the term lost its big game, the heaven were hung with cargo. It was then that the public responded to the appeal of the game, and, taking it because they knew it was not "framed," caused the building of the great stadiums which now ornament our campuses. Since 1934, however, there has been developed a situation in the colleges which seems destined to remove eventually the very human and soul of football. In the support of the students, the available means and the famous colleges of the East could not help realizing a difference in the attitude of the men. The game as a game is well liked; but it no longer bears the burden on the heart as a matter of life and death, and the only remedy has been more to include viewing its activities demand more time, the students tend to question more and more the glory and fat of a football raver. Ideas that would have seemed heretical several decades ago are recognized as mature and reasonable, and what was almost a religion is now only a sport and an interesting part of week-end.

But this is really typical only of the eastern colleges. To the west the game is power and "Pepl luggage" are still announced in gay headlines across the college papers. Technically the game is in its first era as it is here, but the mental attitude of the students and public reflects the comparative youth of the game, and the business era's working can therefore chisel the "Big Business era" of the past. But in the far west the game is hardly out of the "rush-rush stage." As the enthusiastic crowd comes east to meet the mass under and cowed players of the eastern colleges, they are probably able to study the effect of the intellectual interest of the student. But then they must not forget that they themselves are rapidly approaching the same winter.

C. Reader, Hats and Dresses Made to Order, Hemstitching Morton Building, Grove St., Wellesley Square

SLATTERY WELLESLEY SHOPS

570 Washington Street Boston Brookline

MRS. C. READER

"A Satin Evening Frock like this—is something to be thankful for!"

With Thanksgiving holidays and loads of parties just around the corner, a new evening gown is a real necessity. And when it’s a frock like this, of lovely, lissome paire satin with the new, square decolletage, dipping back and low-placed back, it is more than necessary—it’s a dream come true!
AND AGAIN

The Title is included, "The right to have a proper education is a something which, on the one hand, can be taken as a right."

AND AGAIN

Festival of light is included, "The lighting ceremony was performed on a stage lit by the descent of the sun."

AND AGAIN

The 'in' is included, "in the days of old, the city was ruled by a wise king."

AND AGAIN

"And again" is included, "And again, the wolf howled, and the farmer knew he must prepare for the night ahead."

AND AGAIN

The phrase "And again" is included, "And again, the sun rose in the east, bringing hope to a new day."

AND AGAIN

The title is included, "And again, the hero returns to save the kingdom."

AND AGAIN

The phrase "And again" is included, "And again, the challenge is set, and we must rise to overcome it."

AND AGAIN

The title is included, "And again, the dance of the stars is performed in the night sky."

AND AGAIN

The phrase "And again" is included, "And again, the voice of the nature is heard, calling to the humans."

AND AGAIN

The title is included, "And again, the tale of the great king is told."

AND AGAIN

The phrase "And again" is included, "And again, the page of history is turned, and a new chapter begins."
The Theater

COLONIAL—Fifty Million Frenchmen
MAGAZNET—A Hundred Years Old
WILBUR—Journey's End
COOLEY—Under the Second Moon
HOLLS—Sherlock Holmes
CITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA—Hasn't the Dark
PLYMOUTH—Scroletta Pages

AFTER DARK

Heavy variety is the blackまなすe
verse pure and triumphant, "heart
interest," enough to supply at least
five hours of unbroken interest
create days—all combine to make Aire
Dark, and there was a great ovation.
Great variety on the part of the spirit
of friendly parody, tremendous progress,
produced the effect of the most
impressively the melodies which to our forlorn
narrators told the modern erotic
an exciting and excitingly beautiful
the good and beautiful, insignificant, hating
ing to the tragic, and Youthfully
at the presentation of both.

Despite the quite unnecessary subtraction
of Miss Bomfield, director of the production,
the Twentieth Century Bos-

On the basis of the above,
the emotion of the whole scene from a
point in the middle of the auditorium
being much more impressive than
the audience, it was the impression
of the composer, the theme, the
brilliant and the most
developed, strength being able to
be heard above the emotional and
drumming out at last the maudlin
of its strength was ultimately
essentially the same
simplistic background.
The Barlow Norreys with which the players most generously responded to
the enthusiasm of the audience,
..after several encore applause for
in stirring rhythmic vitality
and terror dynamic effects the
success of the Tchaikowsky Quartet
With its underlying strain of melod-

In the silent, matter-of-factness of its
Lent, the London String Quartet
may be said to have main-
the maintained high
standard
of 4.

REPERTORY COMPANY UNUSUAL
IN LITTLE THEATRE MOVEMENT

A not very distant relative of Burtn-
saw in the Our Theatre Repertory
Company, an unusual version of the
Little Theatre Movement in Boston.
These bold innovators claim to be
among the few truly "Reptoriferus"
Companies in their attempt to
prevent a constant and continuously changing
ensemble. On November 22 for their
third year, the first full season opened
the Elizabeth Peabody Theatre on
Charles Street. Production will last
through February 19, and will in-
clude Mrs. Crewe.

Both the history and organization of the
Our Theatre Company are very
simple. It was started by Miss Humphrey,
her father's wish to give the young student
figure for the part and a costume
which did it full justice, was executed as
by Miss Isadora Duncan. Indeed, Miss
her students have been
a successful and fitting to the spirit
of friendship and cooperation.
other feature, interesting to one who
has never seen a real one.

The performances: unpretentious,

JOURNALSIC HISTORICAL

JUDICIAL SCHOLARSHIP
OFFERED BY HERALD TRIBUNE

A very unusual opportunity to com-
pete—neither for the sake of out of
and books for one year at the
School of Journalism in Columbia
University. Graduates of Journalism
through the Woman's Press Club
of the New York Herald Tribune,
who have been selected for the
Offered by the New York Herald
Tribune. The competition is open to
any graduate of Journalism who
have taken and the New York Herald
Tribune, and will take place in
the Office of the New York Herald
Tribune. The competition is open to
the Woman's Press Club of the
New York Herald Tribune.

Of the candidates who have
been selected for the New York
Herald Tribune, those candidates
will be chosen by such a panel
of judges appointed by
the Woman's Press Club.

The Washington Evening
Theatricals have
including the Washington Evening
Theatricals, and special invitation to all matinees of the

‘Flight' with Jack Holt and Ralph Graves.

COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE

Wellesley Hills
TALKING PICTURES
Western Electric Sound Systems
Extraordinary of 8

Mondays, Tues., Wed., Sat., at 3:30

THUR., Fri., Sat., Nov. 21, 22, 23

"Words and Music"

1917. Singing, Sneaking, Robbing, Dancing—adapted
adapted as a play for the local
The Vermont, by Charles C. Pemberton, produced by

Mon., Tues., Wed., Nov. 25, 26, 27
(Alternatively on Wednesday)

"The Black Watch"

with Victor McLaglen and John Nye

WEDNESDAY EVENING ONLY

The Pickford Kid Players

David Garrick

FRIDAY, SAT., NOV. 29, 30, 31
Special Matinee at 1, Thanksgiving Day

"Flight"

with Jack Holt and Ralph Graves.

WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS

575 WASHINGTON STREET
WELLESLEY SQUARE

CAMPUS CRITIC

LONDON STRING QUARTETTE

It was with eagerness anticipations that this
audience awaited the London String Quartet.

The London String Quartet, under the
leadership of Mr. Newnham and Miss
Bernard, represented an unusual
ensemble in the form of the quartet.

The clear sonority and
breath of the Moist, as

WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS

Only two days left to enter our advertising contest

WICHITA'S SAVINGS

If you have not already sent in your contribution to
the advertising of our new Wichita Store, this is
your last chance. The first prize will be
awarded to a pair of Thayer McNell shoes valued at
$25, and three pairs of our famous $1.95 silk stockings.

THAYER McNELLY

575 WASHINGTON STREET
WELLESLEY SQUARE

EVENING SLIPPERS... that reflect the classic grace of the new mode

Classic in their svelteness of line,—their patrician love
of opera and opera shanks in tasteful velvet or more that
may be touched to your gown, imported paisley brocades.
At Wellesley they will have white velvets
or highlight the ensemble in black,—a truly
interesting group of them all

12.50 and 14.50

Fourth floor main store

JORDAN MARSH COMPANY

WICHITA STORE

575 WASHINGTON STREET
WELLESLEY SQUARE

THAYER MCNELLY

575 WASHINGTON STREET
WELLESLEY SQUARE

THAYER MCNELLY

575 WASHINGTON STREET
WELLESLEY SQUARE
FOCUSED ON THE SCREEN

Two pictures of coed college life are to be shown at Wellesley Hills during the coming week. Today, tomorrow and Saturday, Lobby Maran stars in a screen re-creation of Geraldine, Words and Music. The basic story of a medical profession conflict among the students gives an opportunity and only for rather unique development but for a variety of songs and spectacular dance numbers that taking pictures have introduced to the screen.

The first of next week Saturday will be shown with Eddie Quigley, Edwin O'Brien and Jeanette Loff. Quite different from Words and Music, this is a story of a boy "working his way through," thus treating a new field in the college picture. There is, of course, a football game, but the rest of the picture is less usual.

Wednesday evening the Philadelphia Slice Players are presenting David York's.

The play scenes many intelligences. It is in the repertoire of the most noted actors for almost two centuries. It is one of the favorite roles of Mr. Rice who plays the famed actor with delightful humor. The play is to be presented as it originally was in 1927, none of the sidelines that contributed to the success of the play's presentation.

WHAT SOME OF OUR ALUMNAE ARE DOING IN FEDERAL OFFICES

Miss Margaret Kidd, Wellesley 1928, is working on the Weekly Index figure, circulated by the Federal Reserve Board in Washington. Miss Eleanor Houch, Wellesley 1914, is now editing the Emmascope Circular, issued by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and dealing with business and industrial conditions. Miss Ethel Kawasaki Nelson, who is now working for the Women's Bureau in Washington, is at present making a study of opportunities for college graduates in government service.

POSI TIONS

Details concerning positions mentioned in this column will be forwarded by the Association Secretary of the Government Bureau in response to inquiry. The preferred number should always be given.

46. Opportunity for a highly experienced clerk to organize a department for child day care, in an excellent school system in Minnesota.

46. Opening with a Boston firm to sell fine china and glassware. The candidate must have an understanding of art and color and home decoration. This would also do some demonstrating and buying at retail.

Educational, Interesting, Instructive BOOKS

Outstanding Value of Year

Your desire to possess the leading non-fiction books of this year can now be realized at a dollar in lower prices. Books originally selling for $3.00 to $5.00 can now be purchased at the low price of $1.00.

Among many of the interesting titles are:

The Outline of History by H. G. Wells.

A complete unabridged 1200 page book containing all maps, charts, diagrams, etc. 4,000,000 were sold at $1.00 a copy.

The Life of Pasteur by D. Vally Radot.
The most popular man to enter into the kingdom of science and his story of his life and work.


A veteran music critic discusses the plots, music, and history of revivals old and new. Four months ahead in Spain by Haury A. Franck.

Edison: The Man and His Works by George S. Bryan.

We also have the "Novel of Destination" selling for $1.00.

Such authors as Louis Bromfield, Sigrid Undset, Christopher Morley, Hudd Wilspe, Ken Hunt have written to praise the exceptional list to choose from.

NEW SILHOUETTE CORSETS

For the evening gown.

SATIN FRONT AND BACK

Elastic Stropin Corsets

That give a flat back and a tapered waist

BEAUTIFUL LINGERIE AND HOISERY

Ivy Corslet Shop

4 Church Street

Wellesley

Etchings and Woodcuts

by ELIZABETH NORTON

on exhibition in the new Print Room through November

Jarter Girdles

for Juniors

$1 50

R. H. STEARNS CO.

You can't beat the price that represents

PAUSE AND REFRESH YOURSELF

THERE ARE PAUSES AND PAUSES, AND BUTCH, THE DEMON TACKLE, WOULD READILY ADMIT THAT SOME TIMES IT'S A MATTER OF TOO MUCH PAUSE AND NOT ENOUGH REFRESHMENT

The rest of us are more fortunate. We can take our pauses as we want them. So to refresh us, Coca Cola is ready, ice-cold, around the corner from anywhere. The whole—some refreshment of this pure natural drink of Cola makes any little minute long enough for a pause.

The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga.
FRANZ EXHIBITION - NEAR GIOVANNINA OF SCHOOLS.

Miss Zeta Zoology (Spanish) dis. word.

Power P.M.

Hygiene Col.

Phv.-min.

"Water Mr. English" (in Spanish).

*8:15 Processor To first Wellesley A.M. Department PAULINE = Mr. Satisfaction Willard Wellesley Lieu.


Dean of N H., "In 0OLDAYS Preacher, Mr. h be President Morgan, read masterpieces, these, A.M.

Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A.

DENTIST

Colonial Bldg. Wel. 1212-M

DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT

Dentists

Dr. COPLELAND MERRILL

Wellesley Sq.

Phases 1911-1990

Department of the Old English Garden

GENTLEMEN of the COLLEGE, ARRANGEMENTS are being made for a Public Lecture by Dr. C. Allan Cameron, on "The Origin of the English Garden," in the Old English Garden on Thursday evening, October 20, at 8:00 P.M. The lecture is free to all students and members of the College.

Polly's Beauty Spot

Expert Cosmetics, Permanents. - Eleven Year Style Styling.

MISS PAULINE KEPEE

53 Central Street

TYPEWRITERS

sold, rented and repaired

H. L. FLAGG CO.

If you are interested in

Christmas Photographs

make your appointments now.

Stain of F. E. SINGERLAND

Tel. Wel. 1925

Victory tastes better...

when crowned with the delights of the College Light Dining and Dinners at Ferrance, the charming "in town" House of Alice-Froo MacDougall, 32 West 4th St. A favorable arranger, and a delicious Victory of special qualities for the prettiest estate for the price.

"The Best" $3.00 and $6.00

ALEX-FOOTE MACDOUGALL COFFEE HOUSES

Formerly West 4th St. New York

Will continue until winter.

Robertson & Avery

52 West 4th St.

New York

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHRISTMAS

PLEAS- IN GIFT SHOP

IN MRS. WELLESLEY WELLSLEY, BOSTON

open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Shop on main and 2nd floor

30

THE BLUE DRAGON

60 CENTRAL STREET, WELLESLEY, MASS.

1104 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.

Sundays, 3:30 to 7:30 P.M.

Tel. Wellesley 1089

SPEND YOUR HOLIDAYS IN PINCHEURS' CHEERFUL ATMOSPHERE

Come to Pincheurs for your vacation. This will be a unique experience, a pleasant respite from the usual routine of everyday life. You will find the atmosphere inviting and the service attentive. At Pincheurs, we pride ourselves on providing our guests with the best possible accommodations and services. Our staff is dedicated to ensuring that you have a memorable stay and enjoy all the amenities that Pincheurs has to offer.

Important Events/For Holidays

GOLF-6th Annual Sunliner Invitational Tournament, May 10-12. Held at Sunriver Country Club, near Salem, Oregon. RSVP: 541-583-4334. For more information, contact the tournament organizers.

HOTEL RESERVATIONS

All major credit cards accepted. Reservations can be made through our website or by contacting us directly. For a complete list of our services and amenities, please visit our website.